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Oprah Winfrey makes a guest appearance Wednesday night at the National Book Awards ceremony in
New York. (Screenshot from NBA streaming feed)

This week’s National Book Awards ceremony in New York was

supposed to be a train wreck. The trouble started in September when

the appointed host, Drew Barrymore, got drummed out by public

complaints that she was violating the terms of the Hollywood writers

strike. 

Then came rumors that finalists at the awards ceremony were planning to

protest the war in Gaza. In response, two sponsors — Zibby Media and

Book of the Month — decided they would not be there. The National Book

Foundation issued a statement hoping “that everyone attending the
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hilarious, profanity-laced takedown of Greene’s advice, check out the

podcast “If Books Could Kill” (listen). 

“The Last Tycoon” was left unfinished when F. Scott Fitzgerald died

at the age of 44, but his story about a Hollywood producer has

tantalized readers since 1941 when an edited version was published by

Edmund Wilson. (Ernest Hemingway almost got the job, but Zelda

said no.) This month, Scribner is releasing the great fragment again,

along with Fitzgerald’s notes, Wilson’s foreword and a new

introduction by Haruki Murakami, who recently translated “The Last

Tycoon” into Japanese. 

Readers have never lost their taste for Julia Child. Next week, Knopf

will release a fresh edition of “The French Chef Cookbook” (1968)

based on her legendary TV show. Interest should be stirred by the

second season of “Julia,” starring Sarah Lancashire, which started last

night on Max (trailer). On this week’s episode of the podcast “Your

Mama's Kitchen,” host Michele Norris talks with Michael Pollan about

Child’s influence on his mother’s cooking (listen).

 

(Two Trees Press)

I may need physical therapy after hauling around a copy of

“Among Friends.” Weighing in at more than eight pounds, this gigantic

anthology offers “an illustrated oral history of American book publishing

and bookselling in the 20th century.” It’s a labor of love edited by Buz

Teacher, the co-founder of Running Press, and his wife, Janet Bukovinsky

Teacher. They set out to chronicle “what was once a business and is now an

industry.” 

“Among Friends” is not so much a book as a treasure chest of memories

and images of our modern literary culture exploding — in good ways and

bad. 

John Sargent, Jr. describes his hilariously clueless start at Macmillan. Nan

Talese mourns the corporatization of publishing. Robert Gottlieb recalls

the excitement of revitalizing a moribund imprint called Knopf. Dick

Snyder claims that the first draft of “All the President’s Men,” by

Washington Post reporters Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward, was “an

unreadable disaster.”  And Pennie Clark Ianniciello, a longtime book buyer

for Costco, misses “the glamour of the book business.”

Jane Friedman remembers meeting “a young man from Seattle who

believed that people would buy books without seeing them, holding them

and smelling them.” By the time Jeff Bezos left the Random House

headquarters that day, “I had drunk the Kool-Aid,” Friedman says. “This

was the future.” (Amazon’s founder, Jeff Bezos, owns The Washington

Post.)

There are dozens of others — more than 100 in all — talking about the

history of mass market paperbacks, independent publishers, booksellers

and more. There’s a lot of bragging (and humble bragging) and a tendency

to discount privilege and family money, but that, too, is a crucial element of

postwar publishing. 

Designer Alex Camlin laid out “Among Friends” to take full advantage of its

huge pages. The book is packed with classic dust jackets — from “Chicka

Chicka Boom Boom” to “The Satanic Verses” to “The Feminine Mystique”

— along with decades of advertisements, author photos and newspaper

clippings. 

Yes, this is an expensive tome. But what’s $200 among friends? Given the

enormity of the project and the quality of the production — each book

comes in its own die-cut clamshell box — I suspect the publisher is losing

money on every one of the 1,600 hand-numbered copies (more

information). If you give this book to any reader interested in the history

of modern literature and publishing, you won’t see them for weeks. 


